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Season’s greetings to our 
friends across the world.
Wishing everyone a peaceful 
and healthy holiday,
and a prosperous 2022.

From all at CeraPhi Energy.



CEO Message:
2021 The Climate Technology
& Innovation Year 

Writing this at >30,000 ft, returning from 

my first international business trip in nearly 

two years, my first face to face with our VP 

of Americas, Lafayette Herring and first time 

visiting our Houston offices at Green Town 

Labs offices since we started our CeraPhi 

Energy LLC.

Lafayette has done an amazing job in securing us 

a key slot in the Greentown Labs (GTL) community 

in Downtown Houston. GTL not only provides us 

with a great innovation and technology platform 

alongside a host of major sponsors but, enables us 

to share our innovation and technology daily with 

whole load of other start-ups with their various 

ideas, some in early stages and some more 

advanced, in the net zero clean energy space.

 

There are not many topics that unify our world, 

however innovation and technology to fight 

climate change is certainly one that united global 

powers and formed centre stage during COP26 in 

Glasgow last month.

 

The focus on technology and innovation was 

one of the key takeaways from COP26, with a 

significant shift away from discussions around we, 

why and who to more about how much, how long 

with far more focus on developing and deploying 

clean technologies much faster to reduce the 

cost of getting to Net Zero and helping more 

economically challenged countries to adapt to the 

climate change challenge quicker.

 

Many people will still look this as change, 

challenge or opportunity, some with a pessimistic 

approach and others with a more iotiistic ‘glass 

half full’ view. There is nothing wrong with that, 

however, if we want to impact change, we have to 

keep the glass as full as possible if we are to make 

a difference, and we must ensure this is supported 

by the correct funding platforms to achieve what 

we need.

 

Investment can no longer be looked at as purely 

a calculated measured guaranteed return. It’s 

easy to look for those innovations that show high 

TRLs. The biggest risk is not allowing innovation 

the opportunity, not allowing a natural learning 

or development failure because of investor risk 

capital, knowledge and belief…

Karl Farrow
– CEO CeraPhi® Energy



CeraPhi Energy is confident of huge 
operational strides in North America in 
2022 demonstrated by CEO Karl Farrow’s 18 
“productive and positive” meetings in a five-
day trip to Houston this month.
 
In his first international mission since the start 
of the pandemic, Farrow returned buoyed by the 
escalating interest and engagement of contacts 
and relationships forged by Ceraphi’s VP North 
America Lafayette Herring in his first six months.

CeraPhi’s membership and residence at Greentown 
Labs in downtown Houston had been a huge win 
for the business, Farrow said, putting CeraPhi 
at the heart of the sustainable innovation and 
technology hub keenly watched by big energy 
players, government and investors.

To witness the dynamism, purpose and creativity 
of the businesses working at GTL, all with a 
shared mission of a sustainable future, confirmed 
potential in the US, Farrow said.

Herring, who goes to GTL daily to work to make 
the most of the idea sharing, networking and 
potential introductions to investors, partners and 
clients from “coffee machine meetings”, described 
the last six months as “a huge distance travelled.”

“Two big factors are aligned now to make the time 
right for the CeraPhi offer – the environmental 
liability associated with oil & gas assets in Texas 
and the need for sustainable energy.

“In Texas there are millions of wells and these 
wells represent environmental liabilities, as well 
as a liability to taxpayers of £1bn. These liabilities 
can be monetised with our help to be repurposed 
with our technology to create heating and cooling 
for another 20-plus years creating clean energy.”

Progress in
“world’s energy transition capital”
green innovation hub signals a 2022
of US opportunity



Key to that progress is CeraPhi’s base in GTL, 
which is attracting such attention that all but one 
of Farrow’s 18 meetings were held there with 
potential clients and partners keen to discover 
more about what happens there.

Herring, said:
“Everyone wants to come to Greentown Labs.
With the nearby Ion building owned by the 
prestigious Rice University, these two buildings 
now represent the biggest innovation and 
technology hub in Texas.

“Houston is now branding itself as the energy 
transition capital of the world and attracting much 
attention.”

Like every company, CeraPhi had to meet strict 
criteria and pass an “audition” for membership.
Farrow was in Houston for the 23rd World 
Petroleum Congress before meetings with 
potential clients, partners and investors to explore 
how CeraPhi ‘s proprietary technology CeraPhiWell 
can be used to re-purpose end of
life wells.

Herring said: “Some are owned by small operators 
that have gone bankrupt and so any solution 
that both provides opportunities for sustainable 
energy  and re-purposes these assets/liabilities is 
a really big concept here.”

“We need clean energy and we need to be able 
to manage environmental problems from legacy 
energy. Exploring the huge opportunities
with clients recognising the value of heat itself
is ongoing.

“Our business model to work with asset owners. 
What makes us unique is that Ceraphi are not 
going to be owners. We are not going to buy land 
for projects. We are enabling existing owners and 
operators to have geothermal energy from the 
repurposing or greenfield development of their 
existing assets and resouces.

“We take the solution to companies.

“We have created a platform and we are focusing 
on developing the platform service company 
and that is why partners are important  - and we 
believe that this platform services is the best way 
to get geothermal everywhere.”

“Members are in totally different businesses 
facing their own issues and can offer new 
perspectives. Not everyone is working on a 
technical model and solutions. CeraPhi is both 
technical and a business developing sustainable 
energy solutions  - all of the businesses in GTL 
are targeting sustainable business model – sharing 
ideas and opportunities for collaboration. 

Other businesses are aligned with what we do, 
which gives us access to a portfolio of potential  
clients and gets discussions going.

The UK consul office is watching GTL closely, 
attending all the event, Herring said.

“CeraPhi, I believe, is the only UK-based company 
in GTL. The UK government is interested in 
supporting UK companies expanding globally to 
the benefit of the UK. We fit the business model. 

“We have a close relationship with the UK consul 
and they want to help us moving forward with our 
projects.

“The UK government loves the idea of a British 
company bringing energy to Texas through a 
British design and technology.

“In the next 12 months in North America, we will 
have projects under way. We will have projects 
that today are under study. We would have 
expanded our client base and our relationships 
with strategic partners and I expect we will be 
expanding our internal base.

Lafayette Herring
– VP North America



HEADING INTO 2022



Cabinet minister 
to highlight 
potential of 
geothermal 
energy in 
Westminster
CeraPhi  Energy’s pioneering plan to re-use old oil 
and gas wells to draw up deep underground heat 
as a commercial scale green energy solution will be 
highlighted in Westminster.

Brandon Lewis, MP for Great Yarmouth and Secretary of 

State for Northern Ireland, visited CeraPhi Energy’s office 

in his constituency to hear about our innovation and 

technology, and the potential for non-weather dependent 

geothermal alongside wind and solar power to meet the 

government world’s net zero targets.

After meeting CEO Karl Farrow and COO Gary Williams, he 

said: “The concept and potential of geothermal energy 

is exciting and I look forward to highlighting them to my 

ministerial colleagues.”

Karl and Gary briefed Mr Lewis about the potential of deep 

geothermal to provide baseload heat for district heating 

networks and greenhouse horticulture developments, as 

well as creating electrical power for the National Grid.

“The support of senior ministers is essential to help gain 

the appropriate recognition by the Government for this 

new approach to solving the global problem we are all 

facing,” Gary Williams said. 

“Much how offshore wind became established, the huge 

potential of deep geothermal needs similar recognition 

to bring this much needed clean and almost everlasting 

energy source to market and help achieve the challenging 

net zero targets.

 

“Here at the CeraPhi team, we are working hard to bring 

the first projects to fruition and to demonstrate that our 

approach to this works. Supporters and backers from 

around the world are working with us to make this happen, 

and when it does, we will create work and jobs for the 

region and elsewhere.”

Mr Lewis returned to Westminster with an extensive report 

about the benefits and opportunities of deep geothermal 

and a ministerial briefing by CeraPhi and the Geothermal 

Energy Advancement Association (GEAA).



Unlocking Geothermal
Energy‘s Potential

Find out more about CeraPhi’s different approach to 

geothermal energy from CeraPhi Energy’s CEO Karl 

Farrow in a new podcast.

In the podcast, Karl discusses CeraPhi’s USP, its 

mandate on the Paris Agreement 2050 and why the 

“race” to net zero is a myth, the importance of having 

a big goal to make an impact - plus much, much more. 

Hosted by Jenny Gladman, director at Brightsmith 

Group,  cleantech and sustainability search specialists, 

this episode of conversations in cleantech is an 

insightful discussion on geothermal energy and

the wider renewables space, with a guest who is not 

afraid to speak his mind and values actions

over words. 

ITT out to bidders

CeraPhi Energy has issued an ITT to pre-qualified 

engineering contractors for the detailed design 

and subsequent manufacturing of its first scale 

site test unit, which is planned to be completed 

and deployed onsite for testing at the end of

Q1 2022.

The demonstration unit designed by CeraPhi has will 

be used to determine the energy output connecting 

to existing oil and gas wells. The initial tests will be 

undertaken in the UK on existing wells recently be 

secured under contract to CeraPhi and be used to 

establish energy use form the wells in an initial pre-

development phase aiming to evaluate the energy 

produced for commercial application using

the company’s proprietary CeraPhiWell™ technology. 

It is envisaged that during Q1 a similar approach will 

be taken within Texas for the US market as part of a 

scaling strategy for the company.

Jenny Gladman podcast interview

with our CEO:

https://link.chtbl.com/cic_KarlFarrow



CeraPhi COO Gary Williams with Rt Hon. Alexandra 
Shackleton, granddaughter of the Polar Explorer 
Ernest Shackleton, onboard HQS Wellington when 
he attended the fund raiser in aid of the Antarctic 
Quest Expedition 2021.  

In the name of Research and Climate Science, Paul Hart 
(Lt Cdr RNR) Polar Maritime Survival Instructor, will lead 
a small team to cross the Antarctic Peninsula from west 
to east and back, undertaking scientific research.

At Foyn Point they will put in place and start scientific 
equipment that will transmit data used in climate 
research in real time. The team will then travel down the 
spine of the Peninsula and continue their data gathering 
for scientific research of climate change, meteorology, 
geology and glaciology. Of special importance will 
be the team’s collection of samples research into 
microplastics, metal and nutrient content of the snow on 
the Peninsula, revealing just how we are affecting the 
most remote areas on the planet.

Furthermore, as the early pioneers to Antarctica, the 
team want to inform, educate and inspire the general 
public on the subject of Antarctica. To these ends, a 
comprehensive educational outreach programme will be 
developed, working with schools, universities, and the 
general public to broaden knowledge and understanding 
about Antarctica.

A Commemoration Service for Sir Ernest Shackleton
on 5 January 2022 will follow the lines of a naval Service 
based on Shackleton being a member of the Royal
Naval Reserve.

 As was planned for Shackleton’s Quest Expedition,
the team of Antarctic Quest 21 will conduct the
science projects:

>  Gather snow samples from remote locations to 
measure microplastic contamination, metal and 
nutrient concentrations in the snowpack.

>  Undertake Magnetotelluric measurements to 
determine the subsurface conductivity and 
composition of the Antarctic Peninsula.

>  Measure UVB radiation dose on the ground to 
establish the effect of ozone depletion on harmful 
radiation reaching the surface of Earth.

>  Emplace and set to work a GPS system to measure 
movement of the Antarctic Peninsula.

>  Measure snow deposition rates to contribute to 
models that predict sea-level rise as a result of 
climate change.

>  Undertake meteorological observations to identify 
changing weather patterns and ground-truth remote 
sensing measurements.

>  Measure metallic contamination of the snow to 
determine metal fall out into the Southern Ocean and 
its impact on bio-mass in the water column.

CeraPhi Energy 
Supporting 
Climate Science 
Fund Raiser
Antarctic Quest 
Expedition 2021



The story of deep geothermal has potential to mirror offshore 
wind’s swift and steep escalation from niche to mainstream. 
Reusing end-of-life wells to draw heat from the ground for large 
scale heating, cooling and power production is a prime target 
for smart ethical investment. CeraPhi Energy’s interim CFO talks 
about his approach to securing investment.  

COP26 left us in no doubt that energy systems must change quickly 

and financial funders, public and private, have leading roles in making 

that change happen.

Arguably, funders have a responsibility to deliver not just the

energy transition but also the 17 United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals.

We believe geothermal is best placed to deliver on both.  Funding 

geothermal is an ethical investment because it brings huge social 

impact globally by taking energy to the consumer alleviating fuel 

poverty and improving lives of normal people.

COP26 reinforced ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance) as the 

‘first tick in the box’ of any investment appraisal. Geothermal assures 

this and provides secure long-term yields. It is best placed to meet the 

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).

To accelerate geothermal energy’s part in the energy transition 

jigsaw by getting commercial projects moving and energy into the 

system, the message must hit home to investors, the government, 

and potential clients that geothermal can be harnessed everywhere, 

technologies have advanced to minimise drilling risk, and are insurable, 

and The non-intermittent and baseload nature of the power supplied 

aligns geothermal to UN SDG.

This alignment is crucial. At Ceraphi, we believe that we are pioneering 

ESG in the sector and are deploying significant resource in ensuring 

we provide leadership in not just high ESG performance but, pursuing 

UN SDG also. It is our organisational DNA.

Our goal is more than 100GW of geothermal energy capacity in the 

next 10 years, much of that by re-purposing old oil and gas wells to 

draw up heat for direct heat and cooling, and power generation. 

By reusing old assets by using bespoke technology to draw up 

geothermal heat instantly dispels the biggest obstacle to geothermal, 

the risk of drilling.

Access that geothermal energy can only be produced where there are 

volcanoes and seismic activity is also a log-held misconception. Heat is 

everywhere. The deeper you drill the hotter it gets.  Effectively mining 

that heat and moving it from the sub surface to the surface to use as 

energy anywhere and everywhere. 

CAPEX, previously a blocker for development, will be significantly 

reduced with approaches that remove the drilling and explorational 

risk previously encountered within the conventional geothermal space. 

Reusing end or nearly at end-of-life assets to tap into the baseload, 

plentiful energy under the ground that is not dependent on weather 

like wind and solar and is largely accessible everywhere and anywhere. 

It also takes away liability for plugging and abandoning the wells by 

the owner.

Our advanced geothermal system process using a closed loop system 

means that it is isolated from any sub surface formation that included 

fluids, so no seismicity is created.

Our order book is getting larger, with growing demand, and my new 

role is to secure funding to implement the business plan and steward 

the company, that has a very strong management team of seasoned 

oil and gas professionals and entrepreneurs, largely with exploration 

backgrounds, financially for the challenges ahead to ensure it’s 

resourced appropriately to deliver them. 

As a founder of Boustead renewables with experience in working with 

high growth SMEs, has, I understand where strengths and weaknesses 

can exist but also foresee opportunities and threats during a high 

growth phase.

I have experience in solar and emerging storage technologies, 

arranging funding for more than 200MW of solar PV and energy 

storage projects, as well as a current pipeline of 3GW of various 

technologies.

In terms of funding, I believe oil majors –have a part to play.

In making large-scale geothermal project happen, and the only way is 

collaboration on funding and resources and be proactive in

joint ventures.

They must move towards collaboration and change their culture.

They have the skill set and the money for the energy transition.

CeraPhi has a mandated vision to enable the installation of over 

500 GW of energy in the next 30 years which should make a 

significant impact on carbon reduction and, in turn, provide significant 

benefits for communities around the globe through not only adding 

clean energy, but also unlocking access to employment, economic 

development, food, and water in some of the most underdeveloped 

regions around the globe.

The government paid lip service to offshore wind for 25 years and 

relied on the big companies to develop it. Geothermal will happen,

but the expectation is that oil and gas with transferable skills will do it 

themselves.

It will happen. It’s the ethical investment for the energy transition.

Geothermal –
the smart
investment



Securing a Growth Through Innovation Fund grant 
means CeraPhi Energy can drive forward modelling, 
design and software for our CeraPhiWell to 
accelerate deployment of the live demonstrator.

The grant from the New Anglia Local Enterprise 
Partnership will match-fund key activities in the next
six months to prepare our technology to reuse end-of-
life oil and gas wells to draw up heat by a downhole
heat exchanger.
 
The grant will push CeraPhiWell development forward 
with a view to creating new jobs by using the system to 
recover commercially-usable heat energy from the sub-
surface anywhere in the world.
 
CeraPhiWell proprietary patents cover the design and 
installation of a downhole heat exchanger system using 
existing technologies in a new way.
 
CeraPhiWell can be a fallback or insurance option for 
wells that fall short of production expectations.
 
CeraPhiWell retrofit architecture can be installed to bring 
commercial return by producing commercially-viable heat 
rather than owners embarking on costly
well abandonment.
 
Karl Farrow, CeraPhi CEO, said: “Investing in R&D and 
innovation is essential yet burdensome for a business 
like ours needing to rapidly develop technology to move 
forward and expand.

“So this grant was critical to drive forward
the CeraPhiWell to get a live demonstrator
ready for deployment and then the
next step to create jobs for projects.”

New R&D grant to
push forward CeraPhiWellTM

live demonstrator



CeraPhi Energy has made the pledge to support the 
formation of armed forces communities across the 
renewable sector, developing exemplars, mentors,
and enabling service veterans to help each other. 

Mission Renewable is also working with the MoD to 

develop new supported pathways for service leavers, 

enabling the use of MoD resettlement ‘credits’ so that 

service leavers are able to access funding to obtain the 

safety and technical qualifications required to enter, the 

renewable energy sector.

“These are early days for the Renewable sector” said James 

Cameron, CEO Mission Renewable, “But what is clear is 

that ‘green’ careers will become a destination of choice for 

our service leavers and veterans.  As our nation moves to 

meet the challenges in sustainability, the fast growth of 

the renewable energy sector will need men and women 

of quality to power it.  Our Armed Forces community have 

much to offer, and by harnessing this national resource, 

industry too can benefit greatly.

“Companies like CeraPhi are keen to tap into that potential.  

From our work in other sectors, we’ve learnt a great deal 

about successful transition, and the power of advocacy, 

and it is now our responsibility to help promote these 

positive business behaviours in support of the

renewable sector.”

Karl Farrow, CeraPhi CEO, said: “We are in a new era of 

reuse and sustainability. Reusing skills and disciplined 

ability is a key part of building a sustainable foundation and 

supporting transition, no one deserves more recognition 

that those men and women throughout the globe who 

served their countries, keeping us safe well and healthy in 

our daily lives.

“I have been in a fortunate position to have been able to 

offer many of these ex-service personnel from various 

nationalities an ability to transition from service to civvy 

street and we continue to support these combined efforts 

and look forward to working with the MoD and the Mission 

Renewable cause as we ourselves transition.”

CeraPhi
Sign the
Armed Forces 
Covenant

CeraPhi Energy signed the Armed Forces Covenant, 

a private closed-door event in the MoD alongside 

Mission Renewable formed to harness the opportunity 

for skills migration from the veteran community to 

jobs in the renewable energy sector and Aker Offshore 

Wind. Signing on behalf of the Ministry of Defence was 

Lieutenant General Richard Wardlaw OBE MSc BEng 

MInstRE, MoD’s Chief of Defence Logistics and Support.



CeraPhi’s exclusive 
agreement with UK Oil & Gas 
to develop ‘GeoHub’ 

CeraPhi Energy is to work with UK Oil & Gas PLC (UKOG) 
to develop part of its Horse Hill site into a geothermal 
energy hub.

The GeoHub, currently at a conceptual stage, is envisaged
to generate and supply more than 200,000 megawatt
hours per year of continuous baseload, primarily as
heat energy. 

The project’s first phase would aim to supply significant
local industrial end-users with 100% green heating and 
cooling plus ancillary green electricity and/or hydrogen. 
The GeoHub concept centres on around six new deep 
geothermal boreholes using CeraPhi’s proprietary “closed-
loop” downhole heat exchanger technology, designed to 
transfer heat from the surrounding hot rocks via heat pumps 
to the surface. 

Unlike most conventional geothermal wells, the closed-loop 
system requires no injection or circulation of water within 
the rocks between boreholes, eliminating the possibility of 
induced seismic activity. 

As in established heat networks, heat from the GeoHub 
would be delivered to the end user via a small diameter
hot water pipe and heat pump system. Subject to
necessary permissions, further wells and/or sites could be 
added at any stage to supply a wider spectrum of end users.

The GeoHub’s envisaged potential to supply continuous 
baseload energy with zero carbon emissions is fully in
line with the UK government’s “build back greener”
net-zero strategy.

It is envisaged that current oil production at the site 
would continue to the end of economic life and then
would be re-purposed to add further geothermal
baseload, transitioning the site into 100% renewable
energy provision.

Upon execution of the joint venture agreement, conceptual 
engineering design and preparation of a planning application 
are planned to start in the New Year.

After singing the Head of Terms agreement,
Karl Farrow, CeraPhi’s chief executive, said:

“GeoHub will hopefully be the first of many, a scalable cost-
effective solution for baseload energy providing
the end user the cleanest and most cost effect long term 
solution to energy right from under our feet using a relatively 
small footprint, in this case, re-using and existing Oil and Gas 
site which really is a sustainable energy transition. 

“Having already undertaking the initial feasibility study for 
the project we are really looking forward to getting started 
on the conceptual development phase and working with UK 
Oil and Gas on the development of this project.”  

Stephen Sanderson, UKOG’s Chief Executive, said:

“It makes perfect sense for the UK to harness the abundant 
green heat energy beneath our feet to heat, cool and power 
our homes and industry. 

“The envisaged GeoHub’s weather independent baseload 
is firmly in line with both the UK government’s “build back 
greener” strategy for net-zero and the Company’s ambition to 
transition its UK assets into sustainable green energy hubs.  
We look forward to working with CeraPhi to further define 
and deliver the project.”



Closed Loop 
Innovation –
Geothermal 
Technology 
Leaders go 
head to head...

CeraPhi Energy CEO was Invited to sit 

on a SPE Society of Petroleum Engineers 

session during the three-day virtual 

event. The panel was consisting of 

CeraPhi CEO Karl Farrow, Green Fire 

Energy CEO Joseph Shearer, EAVOR wells 

engineer Mark Hodder, and Lev Ring CEO 

Sage Geosystems.

The session, hosted by Eric Van Oort 

J.J. King, Chair in Engineering at the 

University of Texas at Austin,  covered 

open discussion about key topics such as 

challenges, opportunity and collaboration 

to bring closed loop geothermal to the 

forefront of the clean energy mix. The 

session will be made available online 

through the SPE.
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